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TO PROFESSOR ANNA MARGARET SCHNEDER
WHOSE SERVICE AND DEVOTION TO
CEDARVILLE COLLEGE WILL NEVER BE
FORGOTTEN, WE DEDICATE THIS.
1920
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Foreword
1920
We endeavor, in the publication of this Cedrus, to place in the hands
of the present students of Cedarville College, a book between whose
covers they will find something of the spirit which permeates college
circles during the school years nineteen hundred and nineteen and twenty.
We also hope to give those outside of college circles who may, per-
chance, read this Cedrus a glimpse of the real college life and spirit of
Cedarville College during this school year.
It is impossible to portray in this book every college activity and the
excellences of character of every student. Nevertheless, it has been our
aim to give as comprehensive a view of Cedarville college life as was
possible in the allotted space.
We hope that our efforts may give pleasure to and be approved by
all who read this Cedrus.
THE CEDRUS STAFF,
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The Student Body of Cedarville College
OSMOPOLITAN in composition and in its attitude toward human-
ity, is the characterization of the Student Body of Cedarville Col-
lege. In it are representatives of the Mongolian, Negro and
Caucasian Races, coming from Shanghai, Prince Edward Island, New York,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky, Illinois, Arkansas and New Mexico, all mem-
bers of the "Middle Class" the bulwark of Civilization.
Their purpose in securing a college education is to fit themselves for
more efficient service to their fellowmen. Their reasons for coming to
Cedarville College were; that they had seen the part played by the gradu-
ates of Cedarville College; they were told of the standard of work demanded
at this instistution and of its standing with the leading universities in the
United States; they had heard of the capability and Of the character of
the professors. Hence, it was the natural conclusion, that at different i
n-
tervals each member of this student body decided that Cedarville was the
college for him or for her.
The aim of each student is modified by his conception of college life
and this in turn affects the spirit of the student body. The four yea
rs
spent in college, to some, is a time when the social instinct is deve
loped
to a greater extent; this manifests itself throughout the years in the cla
ss
rivalry spreads, weiner roasts, early morning breakfasts and pair mee
t-
ings, the more dignified receptions of the various organizations an
d the
annual reception of our president and his wife, Dr. and Mrs. McC
hesney.
Then there are the sporting activities; the favorites in Cedarville 
are
basketball, tennis and baseball. The spirit that permeates these 
contests
whether they be inter-class or inter-collegiate is "Fair play," "Take eve
ry
fair advantage to win" and "Be a good loser."
To the others, a college education is the adding to or cramming i
nto
their storage each day some new truth.
Cedarville College Student Body boasts of a happy blending of
 social
activity and classroom work. But the aim of the Student Body i
s—A
Larger and Better Cedarville—satisfaction with existing conditions mea
ns
stagnation and stagnation means death to all advancement. Though 
laud-
ing the virtues of our College, yet we are cognizant of her weak po
ints and
because of our love for her, we strive to reach our aim.
Cedarville College is a Christian College and every member of 
her
student body is a Christian. The teachipgs of the Christ are emph
asized,
for we believe that the teachings of the Great Teacher will neutraliz
e and
destroy selfishness, the obstacle in the way of human advance
ment.—
R. N. C.
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CEDARVILLE COLLEGE
EDARVILLE College was opened for instruction, September 19,
1894, in a residence formerly owned by Rev. Hugh McMillan.
In 1895 the present building was erected and entered. Rev.
David McKinney, D. D., LL. D., was the first president and acted in
this capacity for twenty-one years. Rev. Wilbert Renwick McChesney,
Ph. D., D. D., who was a professor in the college, succeeded Rev. McKinney
as president.
The college is recognized by Ohio State University and by the De-
partment of Public Instruction of the State of Ohio and by practically
all of the leading universities.
Cedarville College was founded with the sublime object in view of
advancing the interests of the Kingdom of God. Young men are trained
for the Gospel Ministry, young men and women educated for missionary
service or for work in the church. But character is the supreme aim of
the college; not merely good moral character, but character patterned
after our great example, Jesus Christ.
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THE CARNEGIE LIBRARY
NE of the greatest assets of any college is a library. The fac-
ulty of Cedarville College soon realized this and sc Di. McChes.
ney made an appeal for contributions for a library. Twelve
hundred volumes were donated and some of the leading periodicals were
provided for the reading tables. For several years the chemistry reci-
tation room was used for a library and managed by faculty and students.
In 1905, Andrew Carnegie donated twelve thousand dollars on con-
dition that a like amount be added to college endowment fund. This con-
dition was met within one year and the present building was completed
in 1908. Arrangements were made with the township for a union
library and it contains the modern library equipment with a capacity for
seventeen thousand volumes. New books are being added every year and
this year several more periodicals were added to the reading tables.
1920
THE ALFORD MEMORIAL GYMNASIUM
I N 1902, Mr. W. J. Alford presented to the college the church
building, formerly the property of the Reformed Presbyterian
Ma. Church. This building was given by the donor as a memorial
to his parents, the late Rev. John Alford, D. D., and Mrs. Mary B. Alford.
The donor of our gymnasium must have realized that college
students loved athletics. Many a time have the walls of the old gym-
nasium rung with the shouts and screams of the students, as they forgot
their classroom cares for a few hours.
9
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Class of 1920
W. C. Iliffe Cedarville, Ohio
Oscar E. Bradfute, First Vice-President Xenia, Ohio
Rev. W. R. McChesney, Ph. D., D D. 
 
Cedarville, Ohio
S. C. Wright, A. B., '03, Secretary Cedarville, Ohio
Class of 1921
Prof. F. A. Jurkat, A. M., LL. D., Treasurer 
 Cedarville, Ohio
Nathan L. Ramsey, Second Vice-President Cedarville, Ohio
William Conley, President Cedarville, Ohio
Judge J. C. Marshall, A. B., '07 Xenia, Ohio
Class of 1922
James H. Creswell Cedarville, Ohio
Rev. Homer McMillan, A. B., D. D., '97 Atlanta, Ga.
Rev. David McKinney, D. D. LL D Cincinnati, Ohio
Rev. John Alvin Orr, A. M., D. D., '97 
 
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Standing Committees of the Board
EXECUTIVE: McChesney, Bradfute, Marshall, Conley.
FINANCE: Creswell, Orr, Ramsey, Iliffe.
INSTRUCTION: McMillan, McChesney, Orr, Marshall.
PROPERTY: Bradfute, Jurkat, Ramsey, Wright.
AUDITING: Wright, Iliffe, Conley.
INVESTMENT: Jurkat, McKinney, Bradfute, McChesney.
Local Advisory Board
D. S. Ervin, Thompson Crawford, G. E. Jobe, Oscar Smith, Dr. Miron
I. Marsh.
Women's Advisory Board
Miss Mary B. Ervin, A. B., '02; Mrs. John Johnson; Mrs. W. H.
Barber; Mrs. W. R. McChesney, President; Mrs. S. T. Baker; Mrs. Ander-
son Collins; Mrs. E. C. Oglesbee ; Mrs. G. H. Creswell; Mrs. Leroy Mien,
'18, Secretary-Treasurer; Mrs. L. D. Parker; Mrs. S. C. Wright.
10
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W. RENWICK MCCHESNEY, PH. D., D. D.
President
Professor of Psychology, Oratory, Greek
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OUR PRESIDENT
"Lives of great men all remind us,
We can make our lives sublime—"
HE President of Cedarville College not only took to heart these words of the
famous poet, and by steadfast pursuit of certain ideals
' 
realized the ambi-
tion in his own life, but by force of his example inspired others to make the
same attempt.
Wilbert Renwick McChesney was born July 7th, 1871, on a farm near Wampum,
Pa. He was prepared for college at Greersburg Academy, and entered the sophomore
year at Franklin College in 1889, graduating in 1892. For two years after his gradua-
tion he taught Latin and History in his Alma Mater and then in 1894 became the first
professor in Cedarville College. From that time to the present his story has been the
history of the institution. He was promoted from one administrative office to another,
being first secretary of the faculty, then vice-president, dean and in 1915 upon the re-
tirement of the first president, Dr. David McKinney, he was chosen president. He has
been honored by the degrees of A.M., and Ph.D., from Franklin College and of D.D.,
from Tarkio College. Upon the removal of the Reformed Presbyterian Seminary to
Cedarville he was appointed Professor of New Testament Literature and a little later
dean of the seminary and Professor of Systematic and Pastoral Theology, He is thus
the successful and popular head of the two highest educational institutions in his
denomination.
Dr. McChesney is generally looked upon as the founder of Cedarville College. The
institution is a real monument to his genius and ability. From the very beginning his
spirit has permeated the college. As president he has greatly increased the endowment,
almost doubled the attendance and vastly improved the standards and standing of the
institution. The plans and policies which he has inaugurated, will, if he is permitted
t9 live and carry them out, make Cedarville, not the largest, but one of the best colleges
in America, for the development of Christian leaders. It is Dr. McChesney's highest
ambition to make Cedarville College the rallying point and training school of many
hundreds of ycung men and women, who, inspired by his ideals, and fully equipped by
the work of the institution, shall go forth to advance the cause and upbuild the King-
dom of Jesus Christ.
Dr. McChesney is possessed of gifts which would have eminently fitted him to fill
places of larger opportunity and wider service, and he has received many urgent in-
vitations to enter upon such fields. But fortunately for Cedarville he has chosen to
make this his life-work, for without him Cedarville could not be what it is. He is an
orator of impassioned power and earnestness in the presents ticn of the truth, a prince
of preachers, a man who believes in prayer and practices the presence of God, a real
pastor, much welcomed at the bedside of the sick or dying or in the house of mourning.
As a teacher he is both inspired and inspiring, and none can excel him in making vivid
and impressive the lessons he drives home. For a number of years he taught in the
summer session of Wooster College and was hailed by scores of students as the greatest
teacher they had ever known.
But greatest of all, Dr. McChesney excels as a friend. Of winsome speech and
manner, full of witty stories and amusing recollections of great men and women, tact-ful and considerate of all with whom he comes in contact, he is a very pleasant com-
panion. He is loyal to his friends with an unswerving devotion that binds them to him
and makes them rally around him in the support of the great work in which he is en-gaged. Truest of all is he to his greatest Friend, who has sustained him in all of theyears of his struggle here and in whom is all of his reliance for the future. The con-
viction is forced upon us as we view his life and character that never again will Cedar-
ville College have such a president. Let us then appreciate him while he is with us
and work with him to make Cedarville College realize his lofty ideals.
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LEROY ALLEN
Dean and Registrar
Harper Professor of Economics and
Sociology
Ph. B., Wooster University. 1906
Xenia Seminary 1914
Attended Summer Sessions at Wisconsin
and Chicago Universities
FRANK ALBERT JURKAT
Treasurer
Professor of Modern Languages,
Hebrew and History
A. B., Franklin College 1895
A. M., Franklin College 1898
LL. D., Franklin College 1917
C. LOIS REA
Secretary of Faculty
Professor of Mathematics and
Natural Sciences
A. B., Allegheny College 1914
Graduate Student 0. S. U., Summer
Session 1918
1920
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OSCAR WESLEY
Professor of Education
A. B., Baldwin-Wallace College 1913
A. M., Ohio State University
ETHEL B. BRAND, A. B.,
Professor of English and French
A. B., Indiana College 1919
FLORENCE RUSSELL•
Director of the Department of
Music
Professor of Instrumental Music
MRS. W. H. MCGERVEY
Instructor in Vocal Music
S. MORTON CRESWELL
Assistant in Chemistry
NORMAN B. FOSTER
Instructor in Physics and Mechanical
Drawng
REBECCA F. MARSH
Instructor in Latin
ELLEN E. TARBOX
Instructor in English
LOUISA GREER
Insructor in Algebra
MRS. ANNA WILSON
Instructor in Geometry
DWIGHT L. McKuNE
Instructor in Typewriting
PAUL B. TURNBULL
Director of Athletics
OPPORTUNITY
PPORTUNITY ! Where do we find
it? It is not in the far away future.
It is not something intangible and
mysterious. Opportunity is present with us
"now".
A college education opens the way to
a life of service. College means opportun-
ity. Let us remember that our success de-
pends not on what may come to us tomor-
row but on what we make out of today.
1920
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SENIOR MUSINGS
1920
Memories of the class of '20 as Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors
soon fade, but long will be the memories of our Senior days.
Through three long weary years we tiled with one hope in view, that
of becoming Seniors, for were we not told that Seniors were favored? But,
alas, when we became Seniors our hopes seemed shattered for schedules,
debates, tests and exams, as usual confronted us. Although they may4
seem big and dam and fearful like the storm cloud, they are never as ter-
rible as we imagine them to be.
We work hard and play hard, for have we not learned by experience
that "all work and no play makes Jack a dull boy"? However, all thoughts
of play are cast aside when a debate brief or written argument absolutely
must be handed in by a certain date if we desire the honor of having an
extra letter conferred upon us. For instance, having an F raised to a D.
As dignified and stately Seniors, we have studied in all the depart-
ments, worked out the puzzles, solved the great mysteries, laughed at the
jokes (when necessary), and treated ourselves as worthwhile human be-
ings. You may not agree with this, nevertheless it is true.
We are proud of our class, for is it not noted for its ambition, in-
telligence and talent? It would be impossible for the under-classmen to
give their programs without calling upon our famous musicians for aid.
Then too, no other class can boast of so many of its members assisting the
faculty, for we have teachers of English, Language, Science and even
Math. It is not only in scholarship that we excel, but we rapk among the
highest in Athletics—Basketball, Baseball, Football and Tennis. For
further evidence of our ability, all the important offices of the different
organizations of the college are held by members of the Senior class,
namely, the presidents of Y. W. C. A., Y. M. C. A., of the entire student
b3dy, and of the tennis association, mane gcr of the girls' basket-ball team,
captain of the boys' team, and others too numerous to mention.
We are all loyal sons and daughters of the Buckeye State, except, Mr.
Chu from far away Cathay. As a class 1V2 have lived a part and con-
tributed a share to the continual growth of good, so are we, now, upon the
threshold of a new life. We see a new vision, a new way of life, a new
feeling of hopefulness. Graduation day is but a step toward the great
field of life where we may fulfill the visions we have caught during our
college days.—R. H.
18
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AND THEN
We've toiled four years in building a boat
As an aid, in sailing life's seas.
The first of June we'll set them afloat
And unfurl their sails to the breeze.
Three years have gone so awfully fast
We're unable to realize,
That soon we'll be a thing of the past
With a stone that is marked "Here Lies."
Not all our time was given to books,
Worrying o'er facts that were stale,
Ponds soon dry up, but the running brooks,
Reach the great wide sea without fail.
Oh! we would not look beyond the veil
That is hiding all future time.
Our lives would then in their purpose fail,
For uncertainty is sublime.
This life is only a breathing space
With a rough and troublesome sea,
To prepard, us for another place,
Which is known as eternity.
The weak are lost in the foaming mas:,
But the worthy will reach their goal.
Life is a light through which we must pass
To reveal what is in our soul.
Or will we float upon the ocean,
Quite insensible to its roar,
Harb'ring an oft mistaken notion
That we'll drift to the golden shore?
For soon the sun will desert the tide
And a mist will cover the land.
Will we be sailing the ocean wide,
Or be wrecked on treacherous sand?
But lets cast off all the signs of doubt,
And enjoy the plays and the stunts.
Forget we're Seniors to be thrown out,
For we pass this way but once.
• 19
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S. MORTON CRESWELL, A. B.
Cedarville, Ohio
The wisest man could ask no more of Fate
Than to be simple, modest, manly, true.
And inwardly in secret to be great
To touch, if not to grasp, Fame's endless
clue.
REBA IRENE HARBISON, A. B.
Cedarville, Ohio
Hers is a spirit deep, and crystal clear;
Calmly beneath her earnest face it lies
Free without boldness, meek without a
fear,
Quicker to look than speak its sympathies.
21
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ELLEN ELIZABETH TARBOX, A. B.
Cedarville, Ohio
My tongue ne'er flowed to eloquence
Nor was my voice e'er raised in self de-
fense.
So let the muteness of this image be
My eloquence, and still interpret me.
NORMAN BAIRD FOSTER, A. B.
Forest, Ohio
I fear no power a woman wields
When I can have the woods and fields;--
Yet why .thy ever haunting face,
Thy charm of voice, thy lissome grace?
22
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REBECCA FAY MARSH, A. B.
Owensville, Ohio
Row loved among her fellows, and how
fair,
How grave beyond her youth, yet debo-
nair!
How sweet her music, charming far and
near
All those whom fortune favored her to
hear.
DOROTHY SMITHSON, A. B.
Peebles, Ohio
Our "Dot", how candid and nothing with-
holding and free!
You have won all our friendships by try-
ing so loyal to be.
You have both worked and played with
that spirit that wins.
May you carry it with you when real
"life" begins.
1920
ROBERT NICHOL COLMAN, JR..
Philadelphia, Pa.
He seemed as one of us to sit,
And talk of things above, below,
With flames more winsome than our wit,
And words that burned like fire aglow.
WALTER CHANG TONG CHU
Hang Chow, China
Walter C. Chu is a dreadful smart man
He's been on all sides of the ocean so wide
Consistency's e'er been a part of his plan
Since he in our country saw fit to reside.
24
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MRS. ANNA 0. WILSON, A. M.
Cedarville, Ohio
No influence on our earth can stir
Her steadfast courage, nor can take awu,v
The deep-set peacefulness, which night
and day,
Unto her queenly soul doth minister.
MALCOLM NICHOLSON, A. M.
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
I will build me, straight and steady,
Staunch and strong, a goodtil vessel,
That shall laugh at all disaster,
And with life's rough whirlwinds wrestle.
25
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DOROTHY OGLESBEE
Music
Cedarville, Ohio
Thy voice is like a fountain,
111 Leaping up in clear moonshine;
Silver, silvcr, ever mounting
From that youthful heart of thine.
MARY HESTER TOWNSLEY
Music
Cedarville, Ohio
So dreamy soft the notes, so far away!
They banish far the dungeon of today.
In happy times and scenes I seem to be,
Soon as her fingers touch the ivory key.
26
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JUNIOR CLASS HISTORY
CLASS OF 1921
NOTHER year has come up in the lottery of life. It has found
the class of '21 of Cedarville College pushing rapidly forward
in their college career. There has been much hard work. Many
discouragements have been encountered. And yet, we, as a class, can
not but feel the thought which the poet sings:
"From founts of dawn our joyous college days
Have rippled like a brook right pleasantly,
Half-way to noon.
But now with widening turn, make pause
In happy retrospection locked,
We backward look."
Time has wrought many *a change in our class during the three
years of its life. So many changes that there is only one among us now
who belonged to the class as a freshman. Helen Stewart represents the
original class and brings to us a fine example of its former ability and
love for knowledge. The remaining number of our class began college
life together in the preceding class, but for various reasons we one by
one were destined to the class of '21. Although we are sorry to lose
our classmates of those other days we are very glad to have been brought
together as a class to experience these days filled with work and with
pleasure, days of the junior year of the class of '21.
Paul Duncan and Leslie Dean have but one draw-back to their
felicity. Leap year! Since the rest of us belong to that sex which during
leap year hold the key to the world's happiness or misery, these young
men are living in fear and trembling since January, the first. Of course,
Leslie is not afraid of the proposal. He is afraid someone will get ahead
of Helen. We have in our possession that which many a class lacks. A blues-
chaser! For Millie believes that if one makes the best of things and
lives each day as it comes, one is bound to get through—even examina-
tions.
With the junior year, the serious side of life begins to present itself.
One bcg:ns to look back on the pleasant schools days with a feeling of
regret that they are so nearly done, and forward with anticipation, eager,
yet rather fearful, to the great step out in the world after graduation,
the commencement day of that fuller, deeper life for which one has tried
to prepare. When we think of these things it brings a new sense of
the responsibility of "life" and a sweet seriousness which leads us to wish
in the words of Longfellow that we as a class may:
"Build today, then, strong and sure,
With a firm and ample base.
Thus ascending and secure
Shall tomorrow find its place." M. L. G.
28
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Should you ask me of the Juniors
JUNIOR Whence they came and how they started
CLASS To the place of choicest wisdom,To the halls of studious learning
POEM 'Mid the grove of cedar tree.
I should answer I should tell you,
Tell you all I know about them,
Of each individual member,
How they look, and what their actions,
Of their whines and funny notions,
Of their aims and their ideals.
Though of boys there are only two,
And the girls but four in number
We have never lacked for wisdom.
There is Leslie Dean a wonder,
Like a king controls his "empire,"
Drives his car as swift as lightning.
He is learned in every science,
Chemistry and mathematics,
These indeed, and many others.
Now another stands before us.
He is something of a jester,
Has a sunny disposition,
Much inclined to tease the ladies.
We will see him in the future
Preaching to a congregation.
There's a girl from Pennsylvania,
As a student in her classes
She makes grades that far surpasses
Many others in their studies.
Better does she like the wildwood
Out among the trees and "bushes"
Than the noisy bustling city.
Helen Stewart, a graceful beauty
Is our only charter member.
She will some day use her knowledge
As a teacher showing others
'Long the way that she has gone.
Next we'll tell you of our Millie.
Varied are her many talents.
As a teacher or a scholar
As a speaker and musician,
Light and gay and always happy
May her future thus continue.
There is still another person
Who's a member of this body.
She it is who writes this story.
She indeed is very lucky
To be counted in among them.
Now we leave you with this message,
That although we're small we're mighty,
And our light shall shine forever
As a beacon to successors.
20 (Apologies to Longfellow.) H. E. B.
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LOUISA GREER
Age: "Told in the Hills," but not in
Cedarville.
Favorite Saying: Now, Rebecca!
(Substituting various names).
Hobby: Flivvering. •
"Unspoken homilies of peace
Tier daily life is preaching."
MILLIE PARKER
Age: Doubtful.
Favorite Saying: "Gee Whiz !"
Hobby: Grades.
"A face with gladness overspread,
S'of't smiles, by human kindness bred."
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HELEN STEWART
Age: Not on record.
Favorite Saying: "Do you think so?"
Hobby: Promptness.
"A mind at peace with all below,
A heart whose love is innocent."
PAUL DUNCAN
Age: Nobody knows.
Favorite Saying: "My gracious!"
Hobby: Baseball.
"In small proportions we just beauties sec
And in short measure life may perfect be.'
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HELEN BRADFUTE
Age: Doesn't know.
Favorite Saying: "You don't say."
Hobby: Writing letters to Iowa.
"What hand but would a garland cull
For thee who art so beautiful?"
LESLIE DEEN
Age: Records lost.
Favorite Saying: "I doubt that."
Hobby: Speed.
"Happy the man, whose wish and care
A few paternal acres bound,
Content to breathe his native air
In his own ground."
32
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THE SOPHOMORES
EASURED in comparison with men' s lives, two years is a
short time, but measured in comparison with the length of a
college course, two years marks the half-way point. Only two
short years hence and we too must launch out on the great sea of life.
In many respects the class of '22 is the most unique and versatile
class that has ever passed through the halls of Cedarville College. Since
we have been a part of the school, we are prond to say that there has
never been a single student activity that some one of our classmates
have not been more or less engaged in; from smearing blue paint to
stacking the chapel, and from assisting in Senior plays to breaking up
Freshman spreads; and it is even whispered about among the members
of the class that once upon a time one of our number was actually known
to have studied. •
However, with the recitation of our checkered career (the spots are
mostly black, we admit) we do not wish to give the impression that we
are entirely bad, nor would we desire to represent ourselves as budding
angels, but rather a group of lively, wide-awake and progressive young
men and women, representative we believe, of all angles and phases of
the life of the average youth of our American colleges.
Every political party, no matter how large or how small, must have
its platform, we too have one. True we have made our mistakes, and
our failures, but, the organization that makes no mistakes is dead, and
very decidedly we are not a dead organization. It has always been oux
practice to endeavor to build monuments of success on the ashes or our
failures. During our stay in college it has been our goal to adhere
strictly to the policy of the square deal, good sportsmanship, closer co-
operation between faculty and students, and to assist in every possible
way "the powers that be" in making Cedarville College a bigger, better
and grander place for the classes of the future. J. E. B.
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SOPHOMORE CLASS POEM
We're a jolly band of Sophies of the glorious C. C.;
Struggling through a course of training that must frame our destiny.
Though our path be rough and winding and our progress hard and slow,
We'll pick flowers from the roadside and be jolly as we go.
For there's nothing in a worry, there's nothing in a frown;
Such pessimistic measures only serve to drag one down.
So we'll sing away all worries, and we'll laugh away despair,
And we'll hit the trail of progress to the tune of "I'll be there."
For with Allen and McChesney, Jurkat, Wesley, Brand and Rea,
Who keep our thick-skulled noodles in the scientific way;
And with Russell and McGervey just to keep the band in tune,
We'll pick the plums of knowledge to a finish quick or soon.
True, the mountains of the junior and the senior year's ahead,
Like Josephus Dan's defenses give some little cause for dread;
But we must not halt or waver; let "Advance" our watchword be;
For beyond these Alps we're nearing, lies our sunny Italy.
We've made our mark already in large figures of deep blue;
And to this pledge, thus given, to the man, we'll be true.
So we'll scale those rugged summits with the grit that Lincoln knew.
And we'll launch out on life's ocean in nineteen twenty-two..
J. R.
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THE FRESHMAN CLASS
HE largest freshman class in the history of C. C. is composea
of the shortest young men, the tallest girls, the star basketball
players of both sexes, and all in all the pep (est) bunch in
school. Our favorite pastimes are "having spreads," playing "steal, oh
steal my girl away." We are noted for good eats which we have at our
spreads, having been known to have nine chickens at one feed. Even
the upper classmen were thankful for the feed that we gave them after
the Bluffton game. But, the greatest event of our short life was the night
of the interclass games, when challenged by the "uppers"; we won bout
games. The girls' score being 15 to 1, and the boys 32 to 16. Florence
Smith, our "Amazon" forward, made 13 of the 15 points and Alice Danes,
the star of the "uppers," made one lonely little foul. The boys, although
not by such a large score, came out on top. A small portion of our woh-
derful class is very capable in the art of "kidnapping." There are more
world war veterans in our class than any other. And yes, we don't
want to forget "Preacher," the cheer leader "wonder". These are not,
nearly all of our good points, but it is not nice to tell all of the good
things we know about ourselves, and from these mentioned you will be
able to realize what a really and truly wonderful class we are.
M. W.
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FRESHMAN CLASS POEM
This is the greatest class of old C. C.;
The class of nineteen and twenty-three.
Have we a president of our forty-one?
He is the illustrious Carl Duncan.
All envy fair Flossy, and Hester quite small,
Evidently the prettiest girls of them all.
For Helen and Markle we do sadly mourn;
Fast caught in a Marsh is one, the other on a Thorn.
Russell, Collins and Homey all
Rule the game called basketball.
Eager to know our guards? If you please,
Ever ready are Grace, Marjorie and Eloise.
Sure we have some returned from war;
Soldiers brave are Brown, McKune and Moore.
Here always sudying they are seen
Happy Elizabeth, Marjorie and Christine.
Many of the boys have proved to be bright;—
Malin for one, Townsley, Bryant and White.
All think to have Calla and Edna we're lucky,
An eligible pair from old Kentucky.
Now we don't for spread-breakers lack,
Notice! We have Fisher, Waite and Jack.
Call on the girls who study hard.
Consider Mary, Alice and Miss Barnard.
Learning are Anderson,Finney, Simison and Kyle,
Letting their pleasures go to study a while.
After a Freshman class spread
Always Wright and Lyle look well fed.
Singers are Mary Johnson, Flora and Louise;
Sweet is their music as honey from the "bees",
Sanders, Rodgers and Reilley
Shall always keep us smiley. R. E. S.
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REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN SEMINARY
RCP)
HE Theological Seminary opened on September 10, 1919, with
twenty-three students in attendance. They were all in good
spirits after their summer's vacation and came back with a
determination to make this the best year ever known to the Seminary,
and true they did.
Soon after coming back there was a desire for more co-operation
and the students all met one evening and elected officers for the Student
Seminary Organization. We agreed to meet every Thursday evening to
study problems that might come before us after getting out into life's
service, and also to study the Bible. The meetings were very inter-
esting and everyone felt that he was well repaid for coming to these
meetings.
We also thought it would be well to go out and hold prayer meetings
at homes where the occupants did not or could not come to church. The
boys divided into two groups and thus we would visit two homes on the
same evening. The people always welcomed us into their homes and we
tried to bring them closer to "Him that sticketh closer than a brother".
Whether we did that or not is yet to be seen, but we do know that we each
one were brought closer to each other and closer to God.
These meetings we feel have helped us just about as much as the
lessons which we recite in the daytime and as we will soon part for the
summer's vacation we trust that all the students will come back at the
opening of the Seminary in the Fall with new ideals and thoughts so
that we may have another year of successful work. R. W. S.
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CEDAR DAY 1919
WING to the many forced vacations during the school year,
Cedar Day was held on Wednesday of commencement week in-
stead of on May 14, which has heretofore been customary.
Since Cedarville was celebrating her quarter Century Centennial the
Cedar Day exercises were suited to the occasion. The march of the Years
headed by Father Time represented the life of the college since it was
established. Miss Marguerite Gilkey, '19, was crowned Queen by Miss
Helen Oglesbee, who was Queen of Democracy the preceding year. The
May Pole and Fairy dances were given in honor of the newly crowned
queen. Mr. Morton Creswell, '20, delivered the Cedar Day oration.
After the exercises of the morning those who had witnessed the festivities
enjoyed a basket lunch on the campus. In the afternoon the crowd
gathered at the baseball diamond where they witnessed a game between
Antioch and Cedarville, in which Cedarville was defeated by the small
score of 3 to 1. That evening an entertainment was given in the opera
house by the Y. W. and Y. M. The beautiful day and the enthusiasm
of the crowd helped to make this the best Cedar Day ever observed.
M. • W.
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ORANGE AND BLUE LITERARY SOCIETY
"Some men are born great, some achieve greatness and some have
greatness thrust upon them."
E
EW, if any, of the forty-one members of the Orange and Blue
Literary Society feel that they have already become great
through either the former or latter of the ways mentioned, and
for this reason have banded themselves into a society with an aim of
progress in the line of literary advancement. After the meeting for
organization, which was held early in the month of October, 1919, plans
were made for the first program to be given by the society. The officers
of the first semester were: President, Carl Duncan; Vice President,
Dwight McKune ; Secretary, Miss Helen Barnett; Sergeant-at-Arms,
Riley Clark, and Chaplain, Carl Elder. These officers, together with
their corps of assistants, arranged and gave many programs of real
merit and of literary and educational value, while at the same time tend-
ing to please the fancy of those who listened. The meetings of the
society were held bi-monthly on Monday evening and not only attracted
the attention of the students but many of the friends of the college.
At the close of the first semester, officers for the second semester
of the year 1919-1920 were elected as follows: President, Dwight
McKune ; Vice President, Wilbur White; Secretary, Miss Louisa Greer;
Sergeant-at-Arms, Roy Insley, and Chaplain, LaClede Markle. Throughout
the school year programs were given in commemoration of various occa-
sions, holidays, men of importance and men of literary fame. Besides
the usual readings, orations and musical selections, many other types of
entertainment were given. Debates were given from time to time in
which the leading issues confronting the public were wisely decided for
the benefit of all concerned; sketches and short plays were given por-
traying the vices and virtues of popular issues, the characteristics of
certain types of persons and individuals, and often the college life with
which the students were so well acquainted. The benefit of this society
cannot be measured in the success which crowned the efforts of those
who arranged and rendered the various programs, for the benefits which
the individual members received will remain with them throughout the
years to come and bear fruit in the lives of those who, going out from old
C. C., shall make their Alma Mater an institution of fame. We trust
that this initial step in the art of appearing before the public shall be
the stepping-stone that shall cause our present members in later life to
look back through the years with pride on the memory of the Orange and
Blue. E. D. M'K.
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AS LOST SHEEP RETURN TO THE FOLD
( Prize Story)
HE world was tucked within a nice blanket of white, with here
and there tops of bushes and shrubbery which seemed to be
playing peek-a-boo with the outside. It was just daybreak of
a very cold day, and the air was still and frosty. Just as the sun was
peeking its head above the horizon a man emerged from a small tog
cabin situated behind a sheltering cliff.
Max Jenson was a fur trader of the far Northwest. His face
was a well-written page, but through the tanned skin beamed cheer-
fulness and honesty. He had roamed this God-forsaken country for
nearly thirty years. He knew every path and stopping-place, and more-
over, he knew every sign. This morning as he called his dogs around
him he told them that they were going to get a rest. The sun had a red
glow that looked dangerous, and Max knew too well what that meant.
He was not the man to take a chance; he had seen too many men perish
in the snow.
Max fed his dogs from a carcass of a deer that he had killed not long
previous, and then set about to gather fuel. After gathering enough
fuel to last for at least a week he began to make preparations on the
inside for what he knew was coming. About one o'clock he looked out;
to the west he looked with a sort of knowing manner. A cloud was there,
not a black one, but white. Not long after this the wind began to howl
around the corners of his hut and he called his dogs inside.
After a half hour had rolled by the sky was filled with a dusty snow
driven by the wind; the window sills were soon banked with it and the
hut creaked and moaned in a way that would nearly dishearten a man.
But Max seemed to be enjoying himself by keeping the dogs quiet and by
filling in holes with sticks and rags to keep out the snow. He was very
comfortable in the hut, having a good fireplace and plenty of fuel. He
had been at a fur center just two days before and so was well stocked
with provisions and smoking tobacco. After eight o'clock he sat down in
his rocking chair which he had made a good many years before, ana
began smoking. All seemed to be going well on earth. But he was not
the only one in that part of the country this night. Groping their way
about a quarter of a mile from his hut were two other persons. They
were "all in" and thought it useless to try any longer, but that instinct
to struggle for life could not be overcome. So they struggled on, now
and then shouting for help.
One of the dogs in Max's hut gave a growl; then sat up. Max
listened for a long time and then started, for he heard what seemed to
be a human voice calling for help, which was very uncommon. he
listened again to make sure he was right. Again he heard the cry. He
immediately put on his boots, put his six-shooter in his pocket and
dressed in general, pulling his fur cap about him, so all that could be
seen were his eyes.
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As Lost Sheep Return To The Fold -- Continued
He then started out. He was almost carried off his feet by a gust
of wind, but he soon became accustomed to it. The snow beat in his face
with great force. After going quite a distance he stopped and listened
again. He stayed some time there, but at last he heard the cry, and
answered it. Only a man who is experienced in such a plight could
realize the joy and thanksgiving that thrilled this lost man. Soon by
returning calls the two were brought together. Then came another
great struggle to find the way back to the hut. Max kept the directions
straight and after leading his two nearly frozen companions some
distance he saw the light which he had placed in the window before
leaving the hut.
When they were safely inside, they started to unwrap and Max
found to his surprise it was a girl and young man. Max went about
getting snow and rubbing their hands and feet without asking any
questions, although he felt that this was strange—a girl in this part of
the country, and evidently one of high birth. The men then arranged a
place for her to sleep in one corner of the hut. They then curled up in
front of the fire and went to sleep. The next morning never seemed
to come. Darkness reigned over the little hut all that day; no one
ventured forth. Even the atmosphere inside the hut was rather gloomy
because both the newcomers were very much downhearted. Max, although
he wished to know what had brought such a girl and young man to his
hut, asked no questions. However, at noon when they sat down to their
meal, the girl broke the silence. "Mister, would you mind telling us your
name?" "Now, I've learned not to scatter my name like chaf in a wind,
but since it's you, I guess I'll tell you. It's Max Jenson," replied Max in
his drawling manner.
"Well, Mister Jenson—"
"Now just hush that mister stuff; my name is Max without the
mister or Jenson, only when I get a check."
"Well, then Mr. Jen—I mean Max, I expect we owe you an ex-
planation."
"Well, I don't know, haven't asked for any yet, have I?"
"I know, but I'm going to give you one. You see my mother died
about two years ago in Denver, Colorado. After that father came north
to this trading center, Fox Tail Ridge, and started into the fur business.
Now, father was sort of a crooked man and yesterday he capped the
climax by skinning Tom Black out of about seventy dollars on a bunch
of furs."
"Say," broke in Max. "Is your father's name Bradley?"
"Yes," replied the girl. "Do you know him?"
"I met him once and we had a busines deal and well—say didn'the know—Tom Black ?"
"I see you know father, but as I was saying he capped the climaxyesterday. He and Tom Black got into it and father was killed. The
whole town went against him and we were ordered out of town, so here
we are."
"I didn't know Bradley had any children," said Max.
"Well you see, we are not his real children. He took us to raise aboutten years ago. I don't know where our real parents are. We are James
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As Lost Sheep Return To The Fold -- Continued
and Alice Rexlly. I am eighteen and my brother twenty-one."
"You see," broke in James, "we are not here because of pleasure but
it was a have-to case. I got to see father, I mean Bradley, before he
died, and he told me to go to his old home in Denver and unlock a secret
box where we would find our future. He told me where the box was and
gave me the key."
"Well," said Max, "you two have a nice long trip to get to Denver if
it keeps storming very long."
After dinner conversation became more general, and all of them
felt that they knew each other better. Alice became the housekeeper, and
the men looked after the dogs, cleaned a few guns, and did other little
jobs that could be done inside the hut.
The next morning when they awoke the outside world was very still.
The dogs seemed to be impatient. The sun was shining, giving the snow
piled against the windows a lighter hue. When they opened the door
they found snow piled to the top. This meant work, and the men were
soon at it. They dug a miniature canyon out a few yards and discoveerd
that all that was visible of the hut was the chimney. They. spent the
next week in clearing away the snow. As the snow was too deep to
attempt a journey to the next trading center, Alice and James just
settled down and made the best of things. The men soon started hunting
and trapping and were not long in getting a good many furs. One day
when the snow had nearly gone Alice asked her brother if he didn't
think they should be moving on. He replied in the affirmative, so the
next few days were spent in preparation for leaving. At last they were
ready to leave the place which had become so nearly like home to them.
Max went with them to Rocky Deluge, a hut five days' journey from their
hut, and the nearest place where they could catch a train. When they
were about to leave, hearty goodbyes and thanks were bestowed upon old
Max for his kindness. They also asked him to find out what had become
of their stepfather, Bradley, and all of his possessions there.
James and Alice had to make many changes and stops before they
reached Denver. Upon their arrival they went immediately to their old
home in Denver and to the window of which Bradley had told them.
They had quite a time finding any signs of a box, until James happened
to spy a crack in the wood, and upon examining it found the piece loose.
Suddenly a piece moved and revealed a key hole. He put in the key
which Bradley had given him and turned it. Near the floor a drawer
sprang out. There was nothing in it except an unsealed envelope. They
opened it and found the following:
"You children have been greatly wronged by me. When I took you
from the state institution, I knew you, and also knew your parents. I
ruined your father to such an extent that he was forced to leave you
children for the state to support. Afterwards my conscience hurt me so
badly that I got you out, but I told neither your folks nor you. Just be-
fore we left Denver I was so distressed that I almost told you then, but
the result was this note. I vowed that upon my death bed I would tell
you where your parents are, and not until then. You will find them in
Colorado Springs, Colorado, 2221 South Benton street. You will also
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"John Bradley."
As Lost Sheep Return To The Fold -- on/ tufted
find in my desk a document in the form of a will.
They soon found the document and read:
"I, John Bradley, as I have no other heirs, give and bequeath all my
personal property and real estate to the four members of the family of
John Rexlly, each to receive an equal share.
"John Bradley."
James and Alice immediately straightened up the affairs of the
Bradley household and then went to Colorado Springs. They arrived
there about six o'clock in the evening, ate their supper, then started to
South Benton treet. When they got to 2221, they say a rather ill-looking
yet neat house. They went up the walk and as they passed the window
they saw a man with bent shoulders and a woman that showed signs of
unhappiness. In her lap lay a book, which upon second notice proved to
be a Bible. She was reading aloud from it. At this sight tears formed
in the onlooker's eyes, but they were tears of joy. After a moment's hesi-
tation they knocked gently on the door. But few words of explanation
were needed until that waiting mother had both the children in her arms
for they were but mere children to her. The old father was forced to
quit his manual labor and the whole family moved to Denver, where
they started anew in the Bradley homestead. It was a happy beginning,
although started rather late in life.
Upon inquiry James and Alice found that Max Jenson had been a
friend of their mother in early days, in fact he had been one of her dis-
appointed suitors. They sent a message to him by special delivery and
asked him to come and claim his reward and also to visit them.
When Max received this he answered it with:
"It's enough reward for me to know that my outcasts are safe and
happy. I will come and see you soon."
He kept his work, and the next winter he gave up trappIng for the
time being and arrived in Denver the day before Christmas. There
was a joyous day of thanksgiving and reunion in the old Bradley home on
this Christmas. JACK EWBANK.
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(Prize Poem.)
1920
I wonder not that men in olden days
Have worshipped Nature with her mighty trees,
An innate vision recognized in these
The presence of the God they did• not know,
And so they bowed them down to earthly things
For to no other altar could they go.
I see His beauty in the smallest flower,
I read His plan in every leaf and blade;
A Burning Bush hath hallowed every glade,
I feel His heart throbs in the vibrant air;
Oh, I could almost worship Nature, Lord,
There is Thy shrine, I know that Thou are there!
ALICE DAINES.
A DERELICT'S ANCHOR
(A poem of honorable mention.)
An orphan in a foreign land,
And yet I have a Father.
Supported by His loving hand,
Why should I crave another?
Though destitute of comrades dear
I have an Elder Brother,
A strong, firm one, devoid of fear,
Yet gentler than a mother.
A scholar I am not,—and yet
Mine is a peerless Teacher;
The Guide who leads to Wisdom's seat;
The Light of every creature.
So, why not on, with hopeful stride
To vict'ries ever greater?
Led by my Father, Brother, Guide—
The Three in One Creator.
CHARLES E. BROWN.
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EDWIN BRADFUTE, Vice-President. RALPH RIFE, Treasurer
HAROLD HAMMOND, Secretary MORTON CRESWELL, PreSidCnt
The Y. M. C. A. is an influence for good among the boys of Cedar-
ville College. The members feel that the meetings have been very in-
teresting. Especially strong were the missionary appeals given by Dr.
and Mrs. White in connection with the relating of their missionary ex-
perience in Egypt.
There were quite a few of the boys in attendance at the Y. M. C. A.
conference in Springfield last fall. All of the lectures were very in-
teresting and the boys came back with a desire to solve some of the
campus problems.
Our Association was represented at the Student Volunteer Confer-
ence at Des Moines, Iowa, during the Christmas vacation, by Dwight
McKune and Wilbur White. The conference was a great inspiration to
all present and the boys came home full of enthusiasm for promoting the
interests of the Association. May the present be only the beginning of
greater work to be done in the future.
The officers for next year were elected in April and they are as fol-
lows: President, Robert W. Stewart; Vice President, Paul W. Duncan;
Secretary, James C. Kyle; Treasurer, Charles E. Brown. R. W. S.
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REBA HARBISON, Secretary REBECCA MARSH, Treasurer ALICE DAINES
HELEN STEWART LOUISA GREER ELLEN TARBOX, President
Never since the organization of the Young Women's Christian As-
sociation in 1910 in Cedarville College has the membership been so large
as it is this year, 1919-1920.
Two of the Y. W. C. A. members attended the Student Volunteer
Convention at Des Moines during the Christmas holidays. While two
other members attended the State Student Volunteer meeting held at
Otterbein, March 12-14, 1920.
For a number of weeks Rev. J. P. White and Mrs. White gave ad-
dresses on missions before joint meetings of the Y. M. C. A. and Y. W.
C. A. The result of these meetings was a deeper interest in missions
and personal work. Never have the prayer meetings meant so much as
they have since the student prayer meetings held March 15-19, inclusive.
The spiritual life in Cedarville College is growing and let us hope that
the Y. W. C. A. will do its part in helping each girl to press forward
toward the mark for the prize of the high calling of Christ.
E. E. T.
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HUSTON BRADFUTE CRESWELL, Captain HORNEY FOSTEN
WRIGHT THORN, Manager COLLINS
BOYS' BASKET BALL REVIEW
HE basketball team was jinxed throughout most of the past
season. Luck was surely against us for in most of the games the
Cedarville five played the better floor game but the basket al-
ways seemed a little smaller than the ball.
Early in the season Mr. Nelson H. Thorn was elected manager and
immediately he began to arrange a schedule which would bring Cedar-
ville into the big family of Ohio colleges. Eighteen games were played
during the season, playing such colleges as St. Marys, Earlham, Mus-
kingum, Findlay, Bluffton, Ashland, Defiance, Antioch and Wilmington.
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BOYS' BASKET BALL REVIEW -- Continued
The motto which the manager had in scheduling games was, "No matter
if we can't win, play first-class basketball."
The basketball season opened with only one hitter man back in
school, but with good team material. Coach Turnbull soon made this into
a fast team but we found at St. Marys that most of the players were sadly
lacking in weight. The team was well balanced and played ,a steady game
throughout the season. The men had plenty of "pep" and confidence and
every game started with a rush, but in many cases the second half proved
to be our failing.
In individual work, Captain Creswell at center played a fine game,
scoring many of the points tallied. He sekkim failed to get the tip-off
and played a fast, clean and consistent game during the whole season.
Bradfute, Foster and Thorn at guard deserve a large amount or
credit for their work. They held the scoring of the opponent at the min-
imum, by preventing the opposing forwards to get close-up shots at the
basket. They were great at breaking up foreign pass-work and most of
the points scored against us were made on moderately long shots.
Wright and Collins made a splendid pair of forwards. Shorty Wright
was our south-paw sure-shot and did most of the distance shooting, while
Collins was fair with long shots, but better when playing up under the
basket. Both forwards were light but were very fast and could "run
rings around" the majority of the opposing guards.
The second team and subs are responsible in a large measure for
fight shown by the first team, as they made the varsity work for every
point in practice. Though they lost their one game with Xenia high
school they put in good hard work and the first team could not have
gotten along without them. Of these, Huston deserves special mention
for faithfulness at practice and the fine showing he made in the Findlay
game.
We lose Creswell and Foster this year by graduation and though we
will miss them greatly, with the rest of the squad returning, we predict
great things for next year's basketball team.
Position Weight Height
Collins L. F. 135 lbs. 681/2 in.
Wright R. F. 123 lbs. 67 in.
Homey L. F. 151 lbs. 70 in.
Creswell C. 157 lbs. 701/2 in.
Foster L. G. 145 lbs. 68 in.
Bradfute R. G. 174 lbs. 70 in.
Thorn R. G. 130 lbs. 68 i n .
Huston L. G. 140 lbs. 69 in.
W. W. W.
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GIRLS' BASKET BALL REVIEW
Ellen Tarbox, Manager
Eloise Davis Marjorie Wright
Christine Kyle Grace Lyle
Florence Smith, Captain
Ruth Shaw
Alice Daines
Nettie Shaw
LTHOUGH a losing team, Cedarville College 1919-1920 girls'
team was a fighting aggregation. Most of the games have been
very close, but since luck was against us in the past season
we'll be back at them strong next year. Nevertheless, some valuable
material has been brought forth and next year when the basketball season
dawns we will have an extraordinary team. "For every action there
must be an equal and opposite reaction" and "some days must be dark
and dreary."
We opened the season with one of the fastest and cleanest games
which has been played by the Antioch girls for the past two seasons.
Did we win this game? Oh, let's not take time to tell about the score, for
—well, what's the use.
Then there was a basketball game down at Cincinnati University
and seven of the Cedarville girls went down to see it. The more we think
of it, the madder we get. Somehow the centers never jumped high
enough, the guards were no quite speedy enough and the forwards never
aimed just right.
Did we win the night the Commerrettes came to Cedarville? Of
course, we did, with a score of 24-3 and playing boys' rules at that.
Hearken! All ye good people! For so saith the prophet. There
shall be clash after clash, game after game, but Cederville college know:.
how to deal with both victory and defeat. E. D.
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TENNIS
ENNIS in Cedarville College is a very popular sport. At the be-
ginning of the school year last September, the club was
organized, electing Norman Foster as president and Grace Lyle
as secretary and treasurer. Plans for a school tournament had been made
but bad weather put a stop to many things of which tennis was one. This
spring the courts have been put in fine condition with a few improve-
ments. The club is taking action to carry out the regular school tourna-
ment which was commenced last fall.
There are several good prospects for the team but it is hard to say
who will represent Cedarville in the intercollegiate. Games have been
scheduled with Antioch, Xenia Seminary, Wilmington and other near
colleges who have good records in tennis.
Never before has there been so much enthusiasm shown as this
spring. Students, both girls and boys, are coming to a realization of the
worth of this sport. So in coming years C. C. may become widely known
by its tennis records. F. R. I.
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BASE BALL
THE ground-hog kept his promise this year in good faith. Itseemed impossible for the manager to draw up a contract withhim any earlier than the 25th of March. Owing to this fact,
baseball practice started later than usual. However, as soon as the sun
became generous enough to leave a few heat rays on the college campus,
the boys naturally began to talk baseball, get the old mitt out of the trunk
and knock a few flies. The enthusiasm grew from day to day until
every boy who was interested in baseball began to "work" in order that
he might make a position on the team. When the first practice was called,
twenty-five men came out, the most that had been out for several years.
Manager Carl Duncan, a former Cedarville star short-stop, who has
returned to school after an absence of some four years, arranged games
with nearby colleges such as Antioch, Wilmington and Wilberforce. Bob
Colman, one of the four letter men, was unanimously elected captain.
He soon realized that a big problem was before him. In previous year:3
the problem has been to get enough men to make a team, but this year
more than enough for two teams were out working hard for a position.
At first Captain Colman thought that he was lacking a good pitcher. He
began, however, to look the bunch over and soon found several goou
prospects. • Markle and Lyle, both new men, were given the orders "to
get in shape." Wright, our speedy little southpaw who was with us last
year, seemed to have the edge on them all. And even our captain, to his
surprise, began to show signs of being able to get back into his old
position in front of the umpire. Sanders and White, both new men,
seemed to be the only ones who could hold these twirlers.
At the time of this book going to press only one game had been
played and this being with our old rivals, Antioch. The game was very
interesting and exciting from start to finish. It was not until the last
inning that the home team was able to nose ahead at all and the game ended
with the score 6 to 5 for Antioch. Wright pitched a great game, allowing
only a few hits. Colman was not able to play on account of an injured
knee and his services at first base were greatly missed. The lineup was
as follows: Thorn, lb ; Malin 2b; Markle, 3b; C. Duncan, ss ; Brown, If;
Creswell, cf ; P. Duncan, rf ; Sanders, c, and Wright, p. S. M. C.
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COLLEGE FESTIVITIES '19-'20
0 an absolute certainty we have discovered that the term "college"
applies not -merely to the studied curriculum and various
courses planned by learned professors. At least, we of Cedar-
ville College, have a much broader definition for the word and with it
the term Festivities is coupled.
At the very beginning of the year this fact was emphasized in the
shape of a social given in the College Gymnasium—"just to make the new
students feel at home"—and the social certainly served its purpose.
Then, as is the custom, the boys of the college entertained the girls
at Hallowe'en time in a very "bewitching" manner.
In the past the Cedarville and Xenia The)logical Seminaries have
entertained each other alternately, and as it was our turn this year, the
Seminary students tendered a reception to the Seminary students of
Xenia.
But in the midst of these dignified receptions surely, the annual
Night Shirt Parade which is staged by the boys, should not be forgotten.
The custom dates as far back possibly as the beginning of the college and
constitutes just what is represented by the name. It might be added,
however, that as time goes on, the hilarity of the occasion increases, and
also it is the one night of the entire year that the term "co-ed" does not
apply, as at this time the girls must seek refuge behind closed doors and
lowered window shades.
Of course, Cedarville ranks among the first in athletics and this
year after the various basketball games a special attraction was offered
in the shape of a feed and a general gool time. Naturally, the Freshmen,
always noted for their initiative and originality, established a precedent
by entertaining first for the Bluffton game. This occasion was such a
success that their example was immediately followed by the Sophomores
when Wilmington visited us, and finally by the Juniors and Seniors when
the Findlay team played here.
Probably one of the most enjoyable events of the entire year was
the Annual Reception for the faculty and students given by Dr. and
Mrs. McChesney in their home. This occasion is looked for ward to from
year to year with great pleasure and as usual proved a very happy event.
And now, who can fail to admit that in Cedarville the festivities
are by no means the least of the college life? H. B.
DECLAMATORY CONTEST
N March 16 a precedent was set in our College by the innova-
tion of a Girls' Declamatory Contest. Three cash prizes were
offered for those giving the best readings. The following read-
ings were rendered:
The White Lily Helen Barnett
The Lost Word Florence Smith
Our Folks
Millie ParkerLady Clare 
When the Train Comes In Louisa Greer
N. H. T.
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STOP LOOK! LISTEN
E take this opportunity to defy anybody and everybody who
doesn't like what we are going to say about them. Not that we
haven't any shortcomings ourselves to criticize; of course we
occasionally run across one in the great mass of virtues. But just remem-
ber, you're not the editor of this department in the Cedrus, and since
you're not, kindly be seated and don't disturb the equilibrium of the vessel.
If sensitive or temperamental, don't read this column at all. If you do
glance through the tear-stained record of blighted hopes and expectations
long since dead, bear in mind the fact that the editors always go about
heavily armed.
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BEST WISHES FOR 1920
Awfully D.,
An old hen was pecking at some stray carpet tacks in the yard.
"Now, what do you suppose that hen is eating those tacks for ?" said
Jim Kyle.
"Perhaps," rejoined his little sister, "she is going to lay a carpet."
(Homey on B. B. trip) : I'd like to get a comb."
"Something in a nice comb for a lady with a celluloid back ?"
"No, I want a comb for a man with rubber teeth."
Waiter: "We do all our cooking by electricity here."
Collins: "Take this egg out and give it another shock."
"Seen Al?" "Al who?" "Alcohol. Kerosene him January 16th, and
he ain't Benzine since."
Cedarville is bewailing the lack of romance in the average girl of
today.
"It's sickening," growled Preach. "A feller can pour out his soul all
the blessed night on a violin and she won't trouble to look out of the
window. But give three toots on a motor horn any afternoon and she's
outside in a jiffy."
Mrs. McChesney: "See here, Calla, don't you ever sweep under this
bed?"
Calla: "I always do, mum. It's so much easier than using a dustpan."
Helen: "Do you think Nelson ought to be encouraged to fight?"
Alice Dames: "In about the same measure that ducks ought to be en-
couraged to swim."
Paul Bryant (learning to waltz) : "Is it hard to reverse?"
Hester: "No, just take your foot off my right one and put it on myleft."
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The Des Moines delegation from C. C. had just arrived in Chicago.
After a nine-mile ride on the elevated in search of Northwestern Uni-
versity, the above scene ensued. On investigation these wise students
discovered the "Union Stock Yards" was not the University.
"Oh, well, they always were interested in biology."
WANT COLUMN
(Send us your troubles—we have a cellar.)
A new "Brand" of typewriter Dwight McKune
Some "Moore" dates Oma Barnard
A "Marsh" gas-mask La Clede Markle
A Perennial "Bush"  Louisa Greer
Ham-on-Friday Millie Parker
A "Roll-and" Pin Edith Ramsey
A non-kickable "Dunk"-ey Flossie
An "Elder"-ly man as night clerk Reba Harbison
More Power to It
Sober: What's this near-beer that they sell now, like?
Souse: Well, it's just like having your girl throw you a kiss. The
sentiment is all right, but you don't get any real thrill.—Pitt Panther.
Did you see a coal strike?
Nope! But we heard a tooth wash the other night.
A straw hat is like a kiss over the telephone. It's not felt.
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OUR MAGAZINE RACK
Puck  Jack Ewbanks
The Bookman_  Malcolm Nicholson
Little Folks Bud Fisher, Edna Griffith
Asia_ C. T. Walter Chu
Literary Digest Club
Independent Nelson H. Thorn ( ?)
Woman's Home Companion (renewed) Bob Colman
Motion Picture Anderson, Wright
Youth's Companion Miss Brand
Metropolitan _ Clarke
Farm and Fireside Mary Johnson
Ford Weekly Louisa Greer
The Country Gentleman  Reilly
Christian Herald Brown
Everybody Norm Foster
Good Housekeeping Bob Stewart
Smiths' Carl Duncan
Judge  Prof. Jurkat
"Miss Ramsey, which would you rather say—`I wish I were older,
or I wish I were younger?' "
Edith: "Neither; I wish I were Elder."
Prof. Wesley: "Will the study of Shapespeare make pupils want to
stay in the country or leave for the city?"
One Student: "They will want to go to the city."
Louise, speaking with much interest: "Not all of them will."
One of the Boys: "Huston, how do you manage to fina your way
home on these dark nights?"
Huston: "I usually have a Beam with me."
Marjorie Wright: "Yes, I am engaged, and Charlie has given me this
ring, isn't it sweet?"
Louise Mc.: "Charming, dearest; but you'll find when you've worn it
a few days it will leave a little black mark on your finger—it did on mine."
I rose with great alacrity
To offer her my seat,
'Twas a question whether she or '
Should stand upon my feet.
He kissed her on her rosy lips
How could he then but linger;
But, oh, when he caressed her hair
A cootie bit his finger.
Harry Wright:
"Though college days
Have their delight,
They can't compare
With college nights."
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As You Were
As the organ peeled bananas,
Lard was rendered by the choir
While the sexton tolled the church bell
Someone set the church on fire.
"Holy smoke!" the parson shouted,
As tin flames ate up his hair;
Now his head resembles heaven,
For there is "no parting there."—Sun-Dial
Becky had a little curl;
It hung behind her ear—
But, when she went to bed at night,
It hung on the chiff-o-nier. ,
Amalgamated Society of the Self-Haters of the Universe
President J. Edwin Bradfute
Vice-President Edwin Bradfute
Secretary  E. Bradfute
Treasurer 
 
Bradfute
Under the "Pair Trees."
No Cedrus would be complete without some direct mention of pairs
which have been allowed to develop and ripen during the past year:
Marj. McC Frank
Marj. W Clark
Helen 
Grace 
"Nelle"
Beef
Becky Markle
Cheese 
 Foster
Christine 
 
 
Reilly
Margaret 
 Roy
Preserved pairs kept over from last year, or perhaps several years
ago:
Louisa 
 BushMillie HaroldLouise 
 ShortyEllen Morton
Canned Pairs:
Flora 
Nettie 
Cheese
Becky 
Hester
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Date of Birthday Name
January 3 David Cecil Rife
He serves all who dares be true.—R. W. Emerson.
January 4 Mary Hester Townsley
0 heart of mine keep patience.—On a Prayer-Book.
January 8 Oma Ruth Barnard—Flora Sylvesta Beam
Cheerful she gave her being up and went
To share the holy rest that waits a life well spent.
—W. C. Bryant.
January 9 David Harold Hammond
Justice and benovelence are higher than knowledge and
power.—Fame and Glory.
January 14 Rebecca Fay ,Marsh
In the world's broad field of battle,
In the bivouac of life,
Be not like dumb, driven cattle!
Be a hero in the strife.—H. W. Longfellow.
January 30 Louise Wilson McCullough
Some men were born for great things,
Some men were born for small,
Some, it is not recorded
Why they were born at all.—Will Carleton.
February 5 Millie May Parker
The very flowers that bend and meet,
In sweetening others grow more sweet.-0. W. Holmes.
February 6 Elizabeth Hannah Dean
Life is joy, and love is power,
Death all fetters doth unbind,
Strength and wisdom only flower
When we toil for all our kind.—J. R. Lowell.
February 18 Dorothy Smithson
Laughing words and peals of mirth
Long are changed to grave endeavor
Sorrow's winds have swept to earth
Many a blossomed hope forever.—Will Carleton.
March 5 Alice Kathryn Lackey—Paul Warren Duncan
I would choose to have my past as it is,
And let my future come as it will !—Phoebe Cary.
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March 6 
 
Charles Edward Brown
An inborn grace that nothing lacked
Of culture or appliance,—
The warmth of genial courtesy,
The calm of self-reliance.—Among the Hills.
March 25 James Colver Kyle
My birthday! "How many years ago?
Twenty or thirty ?" Don' ask me!
"Forty or fifty?" How can I tell?
I do not remember my birth, you see !—Will Carleton.
April 4 Nelson Horatio Thorn
Don't think yourself "a happy dog"
For all your merry ways;
It's such a very serious thing
To be a funny man !—J. G. Saxe.
April 12 George La Clede Markle
Through the ill
And discord round about you, keep
Your faith in human nature still.—J. G. Whittier.
April 21 Helen Marie Stewart
Oh, well for the fortunate soul
Which Music's wings unfold,
Stealing away the memory
Of sorrows new and old !—R. W. Emerson.
May 8 Florence Eleanor Smith
The birds sang sweeter for her face.
Her lifted eyes were like a grace
To woodmen of that solitude.
Aye, she was fair and very fain—Joaquin Miller.
May 18 Reba Irene Harbison'
0 honest face which all men knew!
0 tender heart but known to few !—R. H. Stoddard.
May 19 Mary Lucile Flanagan
I had met kindness by the way,
I had, at last, encountered good !—J. Miller.
May 29 Robert Nichol Colman
Self-ease is pain; thy only rest
Is labor for a worthy end.—J. G. Whittier.
May 30 Ellen Elizabeth Tarbox—Edith Ramsey
As fair and frail,
As May's first lily in a Northern vale.—J. G. Holland.
June 1 Marjorie Dimmitt McClellan—Edwin Dwight McKune
With the joy of a lowly heart's content,
I can feel my glad eyes glisten.—Lucy Larcom.
June 4 Wilbur Wallace White
Each human heart must bear alone its cross!
June 22 Marion Earle Collins
Souls themselves sustaining
Have still a friend remaining.—R. H. Stoddard.
June 24 George Brownell Moore
The treasure sent
By God must not be idly spent.—Bayard Taylor.
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July 3 _ Marjorie Wright
Yet in her splendid strength, her eyes,
There lay the lightning of the skies. —J. Miller.
July 16 Albert Ernest Wright
I am not old—though years have cast
Their shadows on my way.—Park Benjamin.
August 1 Henry Corrie Malin
How human, yet how more than good.—J. Miller.
August 3 Russell Carey Huston
Not every head can wear the crown,
That the hands of love bestow. Cary.
August 10_ Ola May Stanley
All skies are fair
To trusting hearts, when once their truth is tried.
—B. Taylor.
August 11 John Edwin Bradfute
Looking back upon my past
Wronged with so many a wasted hour,
I think that I should fear to cast
My fortunes if I had the power.—A. Cary.
August 12 Helen Barnett
From the fields of her soul a fragrance celestial ascended,—
Charity, meekness, love and hope, and forgiveness and
patience !—H. Longfellow.
August 20 Raymond Edward Horney
His action won such reverence sweet
As hid all measure of the feat.—R. W. Emerson.
August 25 Helen Bradfute
No power can die that ever wrought for Truth.—J. R. Lowell.
August 27 Josephine Randall
Her pride was the unconscious guise
Which to the pure is given.—T. B. Read.
September 11 Norman Baird Foster
You walked the sunny side of fate;
The wise world smiles and calls you great.—R. A. Allen.
September 17 Pau) Stewart Bryant
She was not wooed, nor was I won.
What draws the dew-drops to the sun?—A. Cary.
September 19  Samuel Morton Cresswell
Nay, haste not like the hired slave,
Take life's good as you go, my friend.—J. Miller.
September 30_  Robert Willard Stewart
Take cheer, weak heart, remember and be glad,
For some one loved thee.—L. C. Moulton.
October 1 Charles Arthur Town sley
'Tis a face that can never grow older,
That never can part with its gleam.—J. R. Lowell:
October 6 Ralph Leroy Rife
Life is too short to waste
In critic peep or cynic bark.—R. W. Emerson.
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October
October 17
October 20
October 28
October 27
November
 Lillian Alice Daines
Patience, and abnegation of self, and devotion to others.
—Long f ellow.
 Mary Eloise Davis
I know not and will never pry,
But trust our human heart for all.—Lowell.
Her maiden pride, her haughty name,
My dumb devotion shall not shame.—
I stand on the top, but I look back
To the way behind me spread.—Cary.
Nettie Francis Shaw
Serve yourself, yould you be well served, is an excellent
adage.—Long fellow.
4 Carl Gracy Duncan
Not in the present we the present can feel,
But Memory and Hope have Beauty's wondrous seal.
Grace Adelle Lyle
Whittier.
 Frank Earl Lyle
—Story.
November 7 Margaret Elizabeth McCarty
Her winning smile and her gleeful glance
Like a beam of sunshine fell.—Orne.
November 12 
 Carl Newman Elder
We know him well ; no need of praise.—Harte.
August 22 Harry Dallas Wright
Sometimes I wonder whether the pleasures of memory may
not be worth the price of growing old.—Whittier.
July 1 Roy Frederick Insley
December
Common sense is only a modification of talent.
Genius is an exaltation of it.
16 Arthur Cecil Ewbank
God sends great angels in our sore dismay
But little ones go in and out all day.
December 22 Clara Christina Kyle
I desire to die when I have nobody left to laugh with me
Oh, we are ridiculous animals; and if angels have any fun
in them how we must divert them !—Walpole.
December 23 Rufus Boteler Sanders
Nothing should be done in a hurry than can be done slowly.
—Stevenson.
December 24 Ruth Elsie Shaw
I have never had a policy. I have simply tried to do what
seemed best each day as each day came.—Lincoln.
December 30 Calla Belle Turner
It's astonishing how many fine people there are in this world
—one can't escape them.—Grayson.
January 23 (Mrs.) Anna Orr Wilson
Life tendencies are sometimes better than life goals.
—Landrith.
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I GET A COLLEGE TRAINING i
The times demand it.
The results justify it.
COME TO CEDARVILLE COLLEGE. 
i
i
1
i The location is healthful and beautiful.
i. The opportunities are fine and inspiring. i
i The courses are complete and modern.
Tha influences are safe and helpful.
lii 
The expenses are lower than at many other places.
The students are possessed of high ideals and
practice them.
The Faculty is ,experienced and thoroughly i
t
trained.
THE COLLEGE is recognized by the Department of Public Edu-
cation of the State of Ohio, and by the leading universities.
In CEDARVILLE COLLEGE you can get preparation for any pur-
suit in life.
i A large Freshman class is to enroll in 
September. Fifty-four
i Freshmen enrolled last year. Attendance was doubled last year.
i The prospects for a record-breaking attendance are splendid. i
? TWENTY-SEVENTH 
YEAR OPENS SEPTEMBER 15, i
i 1920. i
i For catalogue and further particulars, address /
) W. R. McCHESNEV, Ph. 0., 0. D,, President i
i Cedarville, Ohio
i
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the Berra Faun Pilenaldy
When it is enlivened with some good music. And how can it be had unless
there is a good Piano or Player-Piano in the home? If there is none in
yours, by all means come and supply the deficiency at once. Our pianos
are famous for their musical beauty. Our terms are such that to be with-
out one is absurd.
SAWHILL-DOLBEER CO.
HIGH AND CENTER
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
Representative for Cedarville: KNOX F. HUTCHISON
PIANO WORK OF ALL KINDS
Cedarville Theological
Seminary
ORGANIZED IN 1810
Regular three years'. course.
Combined Arts-Theology Course for A. B. Degree, thus shortening the
number of years for college and seminary training.
Thorough preparation for the gospel ministry, and mission and evan-
gelical work.
Open to students from all churches.
NEXT SEMESTER BEGINS SEPTEMBER 15, 1920
For further information, address
Dean
W. R. McChesney, Ph. D., D. 1).
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The Tarbox Lumber Co.
Have a Complete Line of
Building Materials
ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY MADE
BEST GRADES AT
REASONABLE PRICES
Phone 33 CEDAR VILLE, OHIO
Safety First
Help, Isadore, I am drowning !" owner of the boat yells to companion
Isadore.
Isaac comes up for the third time, when Isadore, who can't swim,
catches sight of him.
"Hey, Isaac, if you don't come up again, can I haf tha boat ?"—Yale
Record.
"What's the best way to tell a bad egg?"
If you have anything confidential to say to a bad egg there's only one
way—break it gently."
'J1 e Cedarville Herald
ESTABLISHED 1878
Commercial Printing of All Kinds
Cedar ville, Ohio
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Now is the time to Buy
at
hutchison Gibney
Old Stock Suits Sold—
New Ones In.
Early purchased Spring Goods save
our customers
full 25 per cent
Suits, Corsets, Kid Gloves, Etc.
Ranges, Stoves, Kitchen Cabinets,
etc.
China, Aluminum and Kitchen Ware,
Rugs, Curtains, Shades and
Linoleum
58th year in Xenia, Ohio
STANDARD ICE CREAM
"GOODNESS,—How You'll Like It"
Sold in Cedarville at
The Students Headquarters
(Richard's Drug Store)
"Eat a Plate of Ice Cream Every Day"
Springfield Dairy Products Co.
Springfield, Ohio
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S. J. WHIT
JEWELER AND OPTOMETRIST
Up to Date Equipment
for Examining the Eye
Roth Phones 2 on 240
No. 9 W. Main St.
XENIA, OHIO
Mary had a little flea,
She got it from the dog,
She put it on a little pig,
And now it's on the hog.
If soilence gives consint, my dear,
Whin next to call Oi come,
T'would give me thrue delight to hear
That you were deaf an' dumb.
On a Bachelor:
"At three score winters' end I died
A cheerless being, sole and sad;
The nuptial knot I never tied,
And wish my father never had."
Why You'll Like This Store
You will find our sales force always eager to serve you. When they make a
statement about the merchandise, you can know it is correct. We'll back every state-
ment to the letter.
You'll find a spirit of courtesy here, and an ability to please your wishes.
You'll find
Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes
After you buy, if you find you haven't got just what you want—money cheerfully
refunded.
W. D. ALEXANDER & CO.
The Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes
SPRINGFIELD
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Robert Bird & Sons' Co.
The Store that the Students make their Headquarters
We Try to Please Them
Visit our Shoe Department
The Latest Lasts in High Grade Shoes, in narrow and wide widths for both Ladies
and Men, at prices that are lower than today's market value, will attract you, and
the stylish, up-to-date, comfortable patterns, once on your feet, will please your
fancy, and make you a purchase.
We take this opportunity to thank all the students
for their patronage
ROBERT BIRD & SONS' CO.
A medical corp officer chanced upon a negro acquaintance of civil
life one day in France.
"How do you like the army, Mose?" he asked.
"S'all right so far, cap'n," replied the negro, "but Ah don't know
how I'm going to like it when dem Germans shoots at me."
"Don't worry about that,' replied the officer. "All you have to do is
zig-zag." And he demonstrated.
The next time the two met the negro was in a hospital.
"What's the matter with you, Mose?" asked the officer.
"I ain't sure, cap'n, but Ah thinks I must have been ziggin"bout
the time Ah oughta been zaggin'."
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While considering the purchase of Memorial Work,
THINK
Of superior equipment, facilities, and ability
OF
The George Dodds & Sons Granite Co.
XENIA, OHIO KEENE, N. H. MILFORD, MASS.
(Awarded first prize as the finest Granite and Marble works in the U. S.)
Write for free copy of handsome Art Booklet today
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BORING'S BOOK STOPF,
STATIONERY SPORTING GOODS
Get Your Commencement
— Presents from Us —
6 S. Detroit St. Xenia, Ohio
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Men are compelled to invent all kinds
of things because they have no hair pins
with which to work.
1920
CEDAR INN
HOTEL AND RESTAURANT
Meals Cooked to Suit the Public Ice Cream Soft Drinks
H. W. EVANS. PROPRIETOR
DR. 0. P. ELIAS
DENTIST
PHONE 87
Exchange Bank Bldg. Cedarville, Ohio
Willie found 'a looking glass
He scraped the mercury off,
He swallowed nearly all of it,
Thinking it would cure his cough.
Little Willie's mother,
In speaking to Mrs. Brown,
Said it was a cold day for Willie
When the mercury went down.
Pipderson's Floral Shop
101 West Main Street - Xenia, Ohio
Murphy Theatre Building - - Wilmington, Ohio
"Say It With Flowers"
"People say I have eyes like father."
"Yes, you're pop-eyed all right."
Doc Richards: "This book will do half your work."
Markle: "Give me two—quick."
"Norm comes from a good family."
"Well, he must be a long way from home."
LET US HELP U
Solve your problem of the
HIGH COST OF LIVING—by buying your Wearing Apparel where
RENTS and RUNNING EXPENSES are LOW : :
HOME CLOTHING CO.
"Get the Habit" "Trade at Home"
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A CLEAN PLACE TO EAT—
Al
FULLER & PATH
RESTAURANT
CEDAR VILLE, OHIO
LANE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Cincinnati, Ohio
Modern Theological Curriculum. Two Courses. Elective work leading to B. D
Degree. Co-operation with the University of Cincinnati for graduate work and degreu
Cosmopolitan Student body drawn from Seven Denominations, Fifteen Colleges,
and Twelve States.
Address
President William McKibbin, D.D., LL. D.
Pride has but two seasons—a forward spring and an early fall.
Men and women who are opposed to labor unions should steer clear
of love in a cottage.
Some people are born great, others grate upon us.
"Distance lends enchantment!" is the cynic's scoff.
"It's easier to admire a girl when she's well off!"
Nettie Shaw: "What's done to kill time in Atlantic City?"
Malin: "Oh, the bored walk.
"Down by the riverside they met—did Romeo and Juliet.Her hand in his he placed, and said, 'Fair Juliet, I would thee wed.'
"Indeed'?' she queried, "come let us go. Get in the boat and Row-me-o."And as the hours quickly sped, a lunch before his love he spread.Says he, 'Come let us eat, my pet, and Rome roed while Juliet."
THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Springfield, Ohio Over the Lagonda Bank
Corner Main Street and Fountain Avenue
Deals in
COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS, BIBLES AND ALL KINDS OF BOOKS
New and Second-hand; also Fountain Pena and COLLEGE SUPPLIES
TRY US
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THE CRITERION
A STORE FOR DAD AND THE BOYS
MEN'S,YOUNG MEN'S AND BOYS'
CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
STETSON HATS MANHAT
TAN SHIRTS
XENIA, OHIO
Mary Flanagan: "Alice that is Professor Rea. I ne‘tr heard any one
use so many long words."
Alice Lackey: "Yes; the trouble with her is she uses twin-six words to
express one-cylinder ideas."
Miss Brand (in rhetoric) : "Rewrite the following sentence: 'He gave
me a flower which was wilted."
Eloise Davis: "He gave me a flower and I wilted."
"Are you fond of Kipling?" queried Ralph Rife of Elizabeth Dean.
"I really don't know," blushed Elizabeth. "I've never kippled."
Miss Brand: "In writing stories for children, my lad, you should
write so that the most ignorant can understand."
Cecil Rife: "Yes, mam, what part of it don't you get?"
OSTERLY MILLINERY
37 Green Street, Xenia, Ohio
All Occasions'
Hats for Women and' Children
Prices to suit every Purse
THE WESTERN
THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Founded by the General Assembly, 1825
A Seminary for College Graduates. A complete,
modern theological curriculum, with elective courses
leading to the degree of B. D. offered to students.
Graduate courses:of the University of Pittsburgh,
leading to degrees,of A. M. and Ph. D., are open to
properly qualified students of the Seminary. Excep-
tional library facilities.
A new dormitory equipped with latest modern
improvements. Social hall, gymnasium, and stu-
dents' commons. Next term opens Sept. 21,
1920.
For information apply to
President JAMES A. KELSO, Ph.D., D.D.
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STOP AND GET
BEST GOODS AT BEST PRICES
SPOT CASH
W. W. Troute Grocery Co.
CEDARV11,1.1-E, OHIO
WHEELER
Pllotograplyr
fireen Street Xenia, Ohio
OLD RELIABLE MEAT MARKET
Where you can get the
Choicest cuts of Beef,
Veal, Fresh Pork or
Smoked Meats •
Ellen Weimer
Cedarville, Ohio
Jack: "I met Frank last night. He told me he was on his way to
propose to the prettiest girl in town."
Marjorie: "The fibber! He didn't come near me."
Mrs. Bradfute : "Helen, you'd better not go to the party this wet
night; your rubbers leak."
Helen: "That's all right mother! I've got pumps inside of 'em."
Our Goal for 1920
Seventy-five Freshmen
1920
W. E. CLEMANS
REAL ESTATE, LOANS
AND
INSURANCE AGENCY
Established 1896 CEDARVILLE, OHIO
Unusually sweet voice: "Can you inform me as to Mr. Brown's where-
abouts'!"
Mrs. Orr (answering phone) : "They're in the wash. Who is this,
please?" On! Stanley! On!
An ever present grin in time of trouble.—Marjorie Wright.
Earl Collins: "You see I'm doing my best to get ahead."
White: "You need one."
What poem would you think of if you saw an egg on a piano stool?
The Lay of the Last Minstrel.
The "Last Sensation." A tight shoe.
Tautly tillutograplyr
High Class Photos
34 East Main Street XENIA, OHIO
Sl'ORTING GOODS
AUTO ACCESSORIES
HOOD TIRES
Famous Auto Supply Co.
:37 W. Main St. Xenia, Ohio
"I make my living by my pen."
"So do I."
"I write poems."
"I raise pigs.
LEO ANDERSON, D. V. M.
Veterinarian
CEDARVILLE, OHIO
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Before You Buy a PHONOGRAPH,
Bear the NEW EDISON
JA-BEATTIPV0111
DEPENDABLE FURNITURE
21 GREEN STREET XENIA, OHIO
L. S. Barnes & Co.
Both Phones
DECORATORS
Green Street XENIA, OHIO
While in Bluffton on the basketball trip they passed a hardware store
which was displaying pig troughs. Homey noticing them as he passed, re-
marked: "Say, Beef, don't this make you homesick ?"
CENTRAL GARAGE
GENERAL REPAIR AND STORAGE
GASOLINE AND OILS
GEORGE SHANKEL, Prop.
Phone No. 98 CEDARVILLE, OHIO
"Why isn't distance on the water measured by miles?"
"Because it's knot."
"Papa, what do you call a man who runs an automobile?"
"It depends on how near he comes to hitting me."
am-'rea T". G-raan.s.am.
DECORATOR
GREEN ST.
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CITIZENS PHONE 59 XENIA. OHIO

1920
TIM UNIVERSAL CAR
Authorized Sales and Service
R. A, MURDOCK
Phone 55 Cedarville, Ohio
J. VICTOR TARR, Artist
The College Photographer
Cedarville Ohio
"As good as the best, better than the rest"
Our business Slogan, "Always Strive to Please"
PHOTOS ENLARGEMENTS FRAMING
Mary Johnson, upon reading Doe's Dolly Vardzn ad, "When Words
Fail, Send Dolly Vardens," remarked to Flossie: "Gee! Words never
went bankrupt at my house."
"Does the moon affect the tide?"
"No, only the untied."
Mr. Grindle : "Where did all those biology bugs go that you had here
last year ?"
Edwin Bradfute : "Search me !"
'1'11 1-i
HOME BAKERY
Bakes fresh Bread every day.
Delicious Pies, Cakes and
Pastries a Specialty
Delivery Every Day by Wagon
JACOB SIEGLER
Phone 65
-99
Cedarville, Ohio
 _1[7111111 
The Bridge Barber Shop
High Class Work
1920
Fashion Park Clothes
For Young Men Who Want the Very Best
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX
for the Conservative Dresser
C. Weaver
OPP. COURT HOUSE XENIA
"Why weren't you at the station with the car to meet me as usual?"
"My dear, you ought to get into this habit of some meetless days."
"Well, old man, how are you getting along with your poultry raising?
Making expenses?"
Charlie T.: "Not yet, but my hens have taken to eating their own
eggs, so I hope that they will soon become self-supporting."
M OST AT PRICEAKE MASTERS A CALLASTERS SAVES YOU MONEYAIN STREET - - PHONE 44
ASTER'S GROCERY
The Houstonia Creamery Co.
South Charleston, Ohio
Nloser's Shoe Store Xenia,Ohio
Good Shoes, Good Service, Good Styles
We specialize on corrective fitting
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SQUEEGEE TREAD TIRES
Citizens G-137 Bell 1098
Xenia Vulcanizing Co.
102 EAST MAIN
Opposite Grand Hotel
Do not throw your old Tires away
Bring them in and let us put a
GATES HALF SOLE
On them, or trade them in on new
ones
We carry Diamond, Racine and
Owen
1920
WE KLEEN
KLOTHES
KLEEN
Harner Dry Cleaner
116 So. Detroit St.
Bell Phone 405 XENIA, 0.
Both
Telephones
68
J. H. WHITMER 
SUCCESSOR TO
JOHNSON & DEAN
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
OFFICE OPEN DAY AND
•NIGHT
22 EAST MARKET STREET
NEW MANHATTAN
RESTAURANT
SANITARY AND
GOOD
PLACE TO EAT
Xenia
M. C. NAGLEY
The Corner
Ohio II Grocery & Meat Marke
t
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The Cedarville Bakery & Confectionery
FINE BAKED GOODS AND CONFECTIONS 
Special Prices Given to Churches, Lodges and those who buy in Quantities
"CLEANLINESS AND QUALITY"
OUR MOTTO
Phone 86
For
Hardware, Stoves
Coal and Feed
see
Yoder Bros.
THE FAMOUS CHEAP STORE
We Sell Everything
45 E. Main St. XENIA, 0.
When you think
of
SPRING CLOTHES
Think of KATZ'S
Xenia, Ohio
hALLOWAY CHEM S. & S. Shoe Store
Floor Covering and Draperies
PATHE PHONOGRAPHS
11 East Main St.
XENIA, OHIO
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For
Good Shoes — Plenty of Style
at Reasonable Prices
31 East Main St. Xenia, Ohio
1920
The Engravings in the
"MU &brae
were made by
The Bureau of Engraving, Inc.
Minneapolis, Minn.
The
Athitir 11ub1i,611itt4 TOoluir
Geo. I. Graham & Co.
Printers of Cedrus Annual
Since 1917
25-27 Green Street Xenia
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